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ABSTRACT
Pseudoamniotic band syndrome (PABS) is a rare iatrogenic complication that occurs after invasive procedures in
monochorionic twins for treatment of twin-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS). Selective fetoscopic laser
photocoagulation (SFLP) is a commonly performed procedure for the treatment of severe TTTS that may lead to
complications such as preterm labor, preterm rupture of membranes, cerebral lesions and fetal death. PABS has been
reported to occur in up to 3% of cases of TTTS treated with laser, leading to limb abnormalities. There are no
identifiable risk factors and antenatal detection of PABS is rare, but possible. Thus, obstetricians should be aware of
this possibility in pregnancies treated by laser therapy for TTTS. The authors report a case of a monochorionic
biamniotic twin pregnancy submitted to SFLP for TTTS at 19 weeks of gestation with postnatal diagnosis of PABS,
presenting with amputation of a fetal limb.
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INTRODUCTION
Pseudoamniotic band syndrome (PABS) is a rare
iatrogenic complication of invasive antenatal procedures,
such as amniorreduction, septostomy, fetoscopic laser
photocoagulation and bipolar cord coagulation in
monochorionic twin-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS).15
The reported incidence is 1.8-3.3% after invasive
procedures.1-3
Selective fetoscopic laser photocoagulation (SFLP) of
twin anastomoses on the chorionic plate has proved to
improve survival in severe TTTS and is now offered
widely as the first line treatment for severe TTTS
presenting before 26 weeks of gestation.
Although preterm labor, preterm rupture of membranes,
cerebral damage and fetal death are well-known adverse
effects, PABS leading to limb abnormalities may also
happen. The pathophysiologic mechanism of PABS is

based on two hypotheses: inadvertent septostomy during
invasive procedure and postoperative chorioamniotic
membrane separation.1-3
Regardless of the mechanism, it can cause umbilical cord
compression in a constrictive sheet or detachment of the
ruptured amniotic membrane, with a risk of fetal limb
constriction or amputation, facial cleft and even
intrauterine death when the umbilical cord is involved.1-4
Few data are available concerning PABS.
To our knowledge, only 27 cases had been reported and
fetal limbs were involved in 15 cases, leading to
constriction or amputation.3
Authors report one additional PABS case in
monochorionic twin pregnancy with amputation of a fetal
limb, enhancing the importance of antenatal surveillance
of the fetal limbs and umbilical cord after invasive inutero therapy.
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the affected hand is being attempted and functional
recovery is expected.

A 34-years-old woman, gravida 2, para 1, was referred to
our Maternal-Fetal Unit at 9 weeks of gestation for
spontaneous monochorionic biamniotic twin pregnancy.
At 12 weeks of gestation, twins presented slightly
discordant crown-rump lengths, but concordant amniotic
fluid indexes with nuchal translucencies of 1.18 and 0.76
mm and normal Ductus Venosus. An ultrasound
performed at 17 weeks of gestation revealed Quintero
stage II TTTS.
After counseling, parents decided to submit to SFLP of
vascular anastomosis. The procedure took place at 19
weeks in a referral center and no complications were
noticed. Before the procedure, a normal morphology of
the twins was confirmed.
In postoperative surveillance, no signs of recurrent TTTS
were noticed and no fetal morphologic abnormalities
were detected. Subsequent sonographic examinations
revealed growth restriction of the donor, with concordant
fluid indexes and normal umbilical artery flows.
At 27 weeks of gestation, pregnancy was complicated
with a preterm rupture of membranes. A cesarean section
was decided at 29 weeks and 6 days of gestation for
severe growth restriction with abnormal flow in the
umbilical artery.
A 1125g girl (recipient) with Apgar scores at 1st and 5th
minutes of 8/9 and a 475g girl (donor) with Apgar scores
at 1st and 5th minutes of 6/8 were delivered. After birth,
physical examination showed amputation of the left hand
of the donor with necrotic stumps of left-hand fingers still
attached to the arm (Figure 1).

Figure 2: Another view of the affected limb.
DISCUSSION
TTTS is a complication affecting 6-15% of all
monochorionic twin pregnancies and, with expectant
management, is associated with a mortality rate of about
80-100%.2,6
It is defined sonographically by the combined presence of
polydramnios in one sac and oligohydramnios in the
other. Chronic imbalance in net flow between intertwin
placental anastomoses are the basis for the onset of
TTTS. Fist line treatment of severe TTTS is SFLP of
placental intertwin anastomoses, which is associated with
survival rates of at least one twin ranging from 75-85%.6,7
However, as with any invasive fetal procedure, laser
therapy is associated with an increased risk of preterm
rupture of membranes, which may occur in up to 12-28%
of cases, and of preterm labor, with about 30.5% of cases
delivering before 32 weeks.6
In a small proportion, monochorionic twins treated with
laser therapy are complicated with PABS, leading to limb
constrictions or amputations, facial cleft and even
intrauterine fetal death. In the largest series, the recipient
is more frequently affected by PABS.1-4 This could be
explained by an amniotic fluid excess allowing more fetal
movements in the recipient than the donor. In our case,
the affected fetus was the donor, perhaps because
amniotic fluid was normalized after SLPC.

Figure 1: Amputation of the left hand with necrotic
stumps of left-hand fingers still attached to the arm.
This amputation was attributed to PABS. The recipient
twin showed no abnormalities. A bionic reconstruction of

The exact mechanism for the development of PABS
remains unclear, but one plausible explanation is that
PABS is consequence to the inadvertent septostomy
during the invasive procedure, creating free-floating
amniotic sheets, which entrap the fetal parts and
umbilical cord.1-6 In one series, septostomy was reported
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to occur in 7% of cases after SLPC and accounted for
50% of PABS cases.4
Another plausible mechanism for the development of
PABS is postoperative chorioamniotic membrane
separation (CMS), which is common after fetoscopic
surgery, occurring in 47% of cases.1,3
Antenatal detection of PABS is challenging and would
require a high index of suspicion, particularly when
floating membranes suggestive of septostomy or CMS
are detected. Pregnancies treated by SFLP for TTTS
should raise awareness of PABS and may justify targeted
ultrasound surveillance including Doppler studies and
three-dimensional sonography.
When PABS is detected, weekly color Doppler
examination of the distal part of the affected limb is
necessary to detect compromised limb vascularization. 1,3
Successful fetoscopic release of the amniotic band has
been described in cases of impaired blood flow. To date,
19 cases have been published, 58% having full functional
recovery of the constricted limb after delivery.8,9,10 Even
though it is a rare condition, Obstetricians should be
aware of the possibility of PABS in monochorionic twin
pregnancies treated by SFLP for TTTS. Serial ultrasound
follow-up with Doppler and three-dimensional
sonography could contribute to better diagnosis,
counseling and potential treatment of cases complicated
with PABS.
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